Logitech Crayon for iPad:

- Logitech Crayon can be used with multiple iPads and does not require pairing.
- To start using, press the power button for one second. When the LED light is green, crayon is charged and ready to use.

Logitech Crayon Battery:

- The battery supports 7.5 hours of non-stop writing. Thirty seconds after putting down your crayon, it will go into a power saving idle mode. When you pick it back up, the sensor inside will detect movement and wake crayon up. If no movement is detected while crayon is in idle mode for 30 minutes, it will power off automatically.
- To preserve the battery, turn crayon off after you finish using it before you pack it away.
- The LED light under the power button identifies battery status and if crayon is off or on.
- To check the battery, give the on/off button a short press. If the power is off, the LED light will not light up.
- Green, means power is on and batter is sufficient at above 10%
- Red, means power is on and the batter is at less than 10%.
- If the LED light is blinking red, without pressing the on/off button, the batter life is critical and it needs to be charged immediately.

Logitech Crayon Charging:

- Logitech crayon charges via the standard lightning cable that comes with the iPad.
- To charge, open the cap and insert the cable all the way. It will take 50-minutes to fully charge. Two-minutes of charging time will provide 30-minutes of active writing time.
- You cannot use Logitech crayon while it is being charged.
Help Desk:

Individuals who experience a problem with their iPad setup should email the Help Desk at helpdesk@worcesterk12.org. Technology personnel will respond directly to your problem.

iPad User Guide:

The iPad User Guide is filled with all the necessary components one might need to know when beginning to work with an iPad. To support you in using the iPad User Guide, it’s good to know you have been issued a 7th Generation iPad and Apple Pencil (1st Generation).

iPad Updates: Apple and WCPS will frequently send updates to your iPad to ensure the maximum efficiency of your device. If an update notification appears on your iPad, accept the update. Updates not immediately accepted will still be available in the Settings app under the General>Software Update tab.